
A JOINT VENTURE WITH VERINLEGNO S.P.A. ITALY



Our goal is to spread top quality products. 

We are constantly investing in new technologies 

and quality systems to ensure to our clients 

always the best.

Woodver Vision

VERINLEGNO AND WOODVER CORPORATE BRIEF

Verinlegno Spa is an Italian company with more than 40 years of experience and 
presence in more than 50 countries. With its complete range of wood coating 
products, our company’s mission is constantly aimed at Quality and Innovation, with 
products that are increasingly performing and eco-sustainable. 
Based on this experience was born Woodver Coatings pvt Ltd, Indian company 
manufacturing and distributing wood coatings and varnishes. The first to 
manufacture PU products in India with Italian technology. This joint venture with 
Verinlegno Spa, represent the combination of deep market knowledge and local 
presence of the Indian party.
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Today Woodver has one manufacturing plant in Bahadurgarh ( Haryana ) 
Corporate Offices in Delhi and two regional office in Mumbai, Chennai and a 
rich network of dealers and distributors in the whole national territory.

Woodver Vision is to manufacture and distribute top quality paints and 
varnishes with latest Italian technology to satisfy the local demand keeping 
affordable prices representing the combination of deep market knowledge 
and local presence of the Indian party.
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Our R&D division is well-equipped with qualified scientists working 
together for developing architectural and industrial applicable 
products. Our vision is to be innovative, perceptive along with 
quality production.

Laboratory
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TRANSPARENT
COATINGS

Insulator
Mono  BI component transparent insulator for exotic wood, hard wood, MDF, Tanned  and
wood. The function of this product is to impregnate into deep pores of wood, block the 
pores and create adhesion. 

Nitrocellulose (NC)
Woodver- Verinlegno Nitro (NC) products are air drying products, with an outstanding 
smooth finish and user friendly nature makes it the foremost choice in handicraft industry.

Transparent Sealer Transparent Matt Top Coat Transparent Gloss Top Coat
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Insulator Epoxy Clear



Woodver- Verinlegno Melamine is a bi component acid catalised system that forms a very 
hard and tough film on wooden substrate. With a very low percentage of 
formaldehydrate it has positioned itself on the top in its category.

Melamine Sealer Melamine Matt Top Coat Melamine  Gloss Top Coat

Woodver-Verinlegno solvent base Pu is a bi component system in which polymer and 
isocynate cross links with each other to give a strong and resistant film on wood. It is 
characterised by high transparency and filing properties. From sealer to top coat, matt to 
gloss Woodver offers a complete range of Pu products maintaining different level of gloss 
required by the customer. This product is meant for interiors and is used in painting doors, 
furniture and other wooden articles. 

An advance version of polyurethane characterised by high transparency non-yellowing 
property and very good resistance. Having UV filters inside it limits the change in color of 
wood. This product is mainly used for light color wooden substrate and also used for open 
pores finish.

Acrylic Sealer Acrylic Matt Top Coat Acrylic Gloss Top Coat

Pu Clear Finish

Acrylic finish

Melamine Finish
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Pu Clear Sealer Pu Clear Matt Top Coat Pu Clear Gloss Top Coat



Polyester is a three component system characterised with very high wood filling and 
hardness. Paraffin polyester with its unique feature of rapid drying, good brightness and 
flexibility makes this product one of the best in the market. Polyester is used to maintain 
more thickness of coating on wood.

Woodver- Verinlegno synthetic base products are mono component and its feature of 
high elasticity and good UV resistance makes it efficient for application on outdoor 
wood. 

Synthetic Impregnators Synthetic Ext. Sealer Synthetic Gloss Top Coat

Synthetic Exterior

Polyester Clear

Woodver- Verinlegno products with natural feel are bi component products comes in 
both the bases water and solvent. With its unique feature of retaining the natural feel & 
texture of wood, it has become the first choice for nature lovers. 

Natural Finish
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Synthetic Matt Top Coat

Natural Finish Self Sealant Top Coat

Polyester Sealer Polyester Paraffinated Top Coat Polyester Non Paraffinated Top Coat 



Woodver- Verinlegno Parquet coatings are bi component system in both Water and 
solvent based system. They have very good scratch resistance and anti-slip feature 
which ensure the warmth & beauty of parquet floors remain long after application.With the 
different characteristic of products they can be applied in different areas like wooden 
flooring in houses, commercial places, wooden sports floor etc.

Parquet Finish

Woodver- Verinlegno fire retardant products that are placed in class 1  “reaction to fire” 
with its special ingredients inside that once dried makes a barrier to inflammability.

Fire Retardant

Woodver- Verinlegno water base mono and bi component system being eco-friendly 
product gives us the liberty of selecting the wide area application. Giving us the feature 
of good chemical and scratch resistance makes this a revolutionary next generation 
product. On the other hand water base for exterior with its another unique feature of high 
elasticity and very good resistance to sunlight make this product superior in its category. 
From sealer to top coat, matt to gloss makes a complete range of water base. 

Water Base Primer Water Base Sealer Water Base Matt Top Coat

Water Base Interior And Exterior
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parquet self sealant top coat Parquet Matt Top Coat Parquet Gloss Top Coat

Fire Retardant Top CoatFire Retardant self sealant top coat



PIGMENTED
COATINGS
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Woodver and Verinlegno colour spectrum enable the selection of more than 2000 shades from RAL, NCS, 
LACCATO color in both water and solvent base for wood and glass with its application in interior and 
exterior area. 

Utilization Field
Furniture’s Accessories

Interior And Exterior Designs



Polyurethane (PU)  Pigmented

Water Base Interior And Exterior

Polyester Pigmented 

Nitrocellulose (NC) Pigmented 
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Pigmented Primer Pigmented Matt Topcoat Pigmented Gloss Topcoat

Pigmented Primer Pigmented Matt Topcoat Pigmented Gloss Topcoat

Pigmented Primer Pigmented Matt Topcoat Pigmented Gloss Topcoat

Pigmented Primer Pigmented High Gloss Topcoat



SPECIAL EFFECTS
COATINGS

Special effect wood coatings give a design element to 

your normal plain surfaces. Special effects can be of 

various types and in various colour combinations. some 

of the special effects are as follows.

Effetto Series
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Hammer Tone Two Tone Effect



Hair Line Crackle

Fluoresecent

Patina Finish

Marble Finish

Hammer Tone

ceramic finish

Crackle Finish

Chrome Finish Sparkle Finish

Mather of pearl

Effetto Series

Mother Of Pearl Metallic finish

Marble Finish Patina Finish

Hairline Crackle Ceramic Finish



METALLIZED
COATINGS

Metallo Series

Iron Metal Bronze Metal Alluminium Metal Brass Metal Copper Metal
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“Woodver metallo series” is well proficient transfiguring the different types of wood into various 

metal coating like brass, bronze etc. After conversion the wood not only manifest the metal finish 

but it also demonstrate the metallic nature. 



WOOD STAIN

A wide range of binder free universal wood stain is formulated from Universal stain paste mixed in a differnt ratio
which produces brilliant, high transparency, uniformity, good light stability and intense hues.

Universal Wood Stain

Sovlent Base Wood Stain

Formulated with the fighest quality of dye stuffs these stains are used to enhance the grain of wood 
and to give a uniform colour and wood.

INTERIORS
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WOOD STAIN
EXTERIORS

Water Base Wood Stain

Woodver exclusives, wood stain is a synthetic water repellent for all types of exterior wood
Superior Uv Resistance   Easy To Maintain

Synthetic Base Wood Stain
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Water Based Wood Stains are formulated to provide workability similar to oil-based stains.
 They spread easily, can be repaired, blend effortlessly and have plenty of open time.
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